Lambda P9

Cardiovascular
Ultrasound System
The new wave
in cardiovascular
ultrasound

Lambda P9 from Whale Imaging
is a fully functional ultrasound
system offering superior image
quality and color, plus versatile
user-friendly features and great
value.

Groundbreaking
technology from
Whale Imaging
Whale Imaging is a Boston, USA
based high tech medical device
manufacturer. With a deep
understanding of customer needs,
we produce high quality and
optimal value for our users.

Whale’s team of skilled and
experienced engineers has
been producing world-class
technologies since 1998. Our
surgical G-Arm®
X-ray and P-Series™ ultrasound
systems are manufactured in
our own state-of-the-art facilities.
Hospitals and medical practices
around the globe choose
us for our excellent image
quality, competitive pricing and
personalized service.

Innovative imaging meets
unparalleled value for
cardiovascular

The Lambda P9 is a shared services system providing
excellent cardiovascular and general ultrasound images.
The P9 delivers the same capability and versatility as
conventional cart-based systems. Its many advanced
imaging features maximize utility and productivity while
maintaining excellent value and return on investment.

Intuitive workflow

The Lambda P9 is designed to maximize workflow
with logically arrayed hard and soft keys. A onebutton onboard Help function provides guidance when
you need it. iTouch automatically optimizes the image
while you scan. And DICOM Structured Reporting allows
seamless transfer of measurement and clinical data
across networks.

Great image quality

Lambda P9 features QuadForm™ beamforming technology.
QuadForm allows multiple receive beams to be created from a single
ultrasound transmission pulse, providing improved frame rates, and
better image quality. Whale’s proprietary HD Color and Continuous
Wave Doppler give excellent color range and sensitivity without
compromising frame rate.

Advanced Features

Advanced imaging features such as tissue harmonics, compound
imaging, contrast enhancement, speckle reduction and anatomical
M-mode help produce image quality that is crisp, clear and optimized.
Echo capability can be further enhanced with options including
strain rate imaging and tissue Doppler. TipViz™ needle visualization
enhancement help ensure injections are localized more effectively with
good resolution and clear visualization of the needle tip.

Lightweight and portable

Weighing only 6 kg (13lbs) and featuring a long battery life, the
Lambda P9 can be moved easily around hospital rooms, ward and OR.
The ergonomic multi-probe port cart allows probes to be switched with
ease, and cart height is quickly user adjusted.

Superior value

Excellent quality, reliability and support are combined to provide you
with superior value compared to any other major manufacturer.
We pair this with an industry leading five-year warranty and excellent
support.
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Lambda P9

Innovative imaging
meets unparalleled value.

Contact our sales support now to learn more.
Phone +1 (884) 862-4868
Email inquire@whaleimaging.org
www.whaleimaging.com/LambdaP9

Specifications
The Lambda P9 comes with a host of advanced features. For full specifications visit:
www.whaleimaging.com/LambdaP9

Contact

Whale Imaging Inc.,
300 2nd Avenue, Waltham, MA 02451
ph: +1 (884) 862-4868
em: sales@whaleimaging.org
www.whaleimaging.com
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